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In this paper we extend our earlier work on chains of primes in noetherian 
affine P.I. rings to arbitrary affine rings satisfying a polynomial identity. An 
affine P.I. ring is a P.I. ring finitely generated as an algebra over a central 
subfield. We show that for any such prime ring R, if P is any prime ideal, 
then dim R = ht P + dim(R/P), w h ere dim R is the Krull dimension and 
ht P the length of the longest chain of nonzero primes in P. An immediate 
consequence is that any two saturated chains of primes between two given 
primes have the same length, and any maximal ideal has height equal to the 
dimension of the ring. This answers in the affirmative a conjecture of C. Procesi. 
We also show that in a prime P.I. algebra which is a finitely generated 
extension of a noetherian ring A, the prime radical of any ideal is nilpotent 
modulo the ideal. This result has been obtained independently by Razmyslov 
in [4] by a quite different method, in the case A is a field. 
We also prove the going down theorem for a prime PI. integral extension 
of an integrally closed commutative domain. 
We recall that if R is a prime P.I. ring, we say it has degree n if its simple 
quotient ring has dimension n2 over its centre K. If R = A{(, ,.,., 5,) is a 
finitely generated extension of A (i.e. tia = aEi for a E A), then adjoining 
the coefficients (cj} of the characteristic polynomials of monomials in the Ei 
of length less than n2 + 1, makes the new ring R’ = R[q] a finite module 
over A[cJ (See [lo] or [6, p. 1521, the proof works when A is not commutative). 
If A is a field k, the Krull dimension of R (i.e. the length of the longest chain 
of nonzero primes) equals the transcendence degree of K over K ([5] or [6, 
p. 1781). If R C S are rings, we say this is an integral extension if S = RSR 
(SR = {s E S: ST == F-S all Y E R}) an each s in S satisfies a manic polynomial d 
with coefficients in A. The coefficients may be interspersed, for example 
s3 + YosYlsY2 + T3S2 + Y4S + r5 = 0. This is slightly different than our definition 
in [8], [see 91. We will make frequent use of Going Up and Incomparability 
proved in [8, 91 for such extensions. 
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Theorem 1 shows the very close relationship between a prime P.I. ring l?, 
and the ring R[T] (R adjoin the coefficients of all characteristic polynomials 
of elements of R.) In [8] we showed that if R is noetherian, R[T] is an integral 
extension. In general (Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 [S]) we said the centre of R[T] 
was in the complete integral closure of the centre of R. Thus in the affine 
case K[T] _C Cal, + ... + C’a, C K where C = Centre R and K its quotient 
field. A common denominator d for the oli would give dR[ T] _C R. That argument 
depended on a particular central polynomial, and Theorem 1 avoids this calcula- 
tion. We will use the fact that if R is Azumaya, R = R[T]. Although this is 
easily proved using the fact that R is then a twisted form of matrices, and 
applying faithfully flat descent (see [l] for details on descent) we shall give 
a proof using the theory of P.I. rings (Lemma 1). 
Recall that if R is prime P.I., RK is a central simple algebra over K, and 
so there is a maximal subfield K[b] which is a finite separable extension of K 
and RK & K[b] = M,(K[b]). b can be taken integral over C, so C[b] is a 
finite free C-module (with basis {I, b,..., 6”)). The quotient ring of R ac C[b] 
is just MJK[b]). Recall from Formanek [4] that if d E C[b] is a common 
denominator of the n2 matrix units then d2(R @ C[b]) _C M,(C[b]). 
LEMMA 1. If A is a prime Azumaya algebra, then the coefficients of the 
characteristic polynomial of any a E A are in A. 
Proof. If R is any prime P.I. ring and b, d are as above, if d2” = C cibi, 
then (C cibi) det Y = det(d%) E C[b], f or any YE R. Thus ci det YE C, all i, 
since det r E K and {I, b, b2 ,..., b”} are linearly independent over K. Now 
if R is the ring of generic matrices (pideg. equal that of A) over the integers, 
(resp. Z, if char A = p) in infinitely many variables, and c(X, ,.,., X,) E 
Centre R such that c(Xr ,..., X,) det(X,+,) E Centre R (exists by the above 
argument), then since A is Azumaya, there exist ai , a,) E A, with 1 = 
Cj c(a,j ,..., am&j ; and so 1 . det a E centre A. Now if y is a central 
indeterminate A[y] is Azumaya, so det(a - y) E Centre A[y] = (Centre A)[y]. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1. If R is a prime P.I. ring and c E Centre R is the evaluation 
of a central polynomial, then for some m, cmR[T] _C R (where R[T] is R adjoin 
all coeficients of characteristic polynomials of elements of R). 
Proof. It is enough to prove it for the ring R of generic matrices in infinitely 
many indeterminates. R[c-l] is Azumaya (by Artin’s Theorem) so 
c”(X1 ,..., X,) det(X,+,) E R for some m. Let 1 = {iE R: i det YE R, for 
all Y E R}. Clearly cm E 1, by specializing X,,, to any Y E R. In fact I det r _C 1, 
since for any r’ E R, (1 det Y) det r’ = I det(rr’) C R. If y is a central indeter- 
minate and if i(X, ,..., X,) E 1, then i(X, ,..., X,) det X,,, = f (Xl ,..., Xs+l), 
so i(X, ,..., X,) det(r - y) = f (X, ,..., X, , r - y) E R[y]. Thus S(r) E R for 
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any Y E R, for any coefficient S(Y) of its characteristic polynomial. Actually 
IS(Y) C I, since (IS(r)) det(r’) = (1 det r’) S(Y) _C IS(r) C R, allowing us to 
apply the definition of I. It is now clear that c” E I and IR[ T] C R. 
COROLLARY 1. There is an ideal I of R such that IR[T] C I. 
The above is an improved version of the main content of the proof of 
Theorem 2 in [8], where we utilized a specific polynomial. We wonder if it 
is possible that m can be taken to be 1. 
COROLLARY 2. If R = A{fl ,..., t,} is a prime P.I. extension of the noetherian 
ring A, then R[T] is a noetherian f.g. extension of A. 
Proof. Form R’ as in the introduction. It is a f.g. module over A[q] which 
is noetherian, so R’ is noetherian. By the Theorem R[T] is a finite R’ module 
since R[ T] C (1 /c”)R’. Q.E.D. 
Although we give what is perhaps a too high-powered proof of Lemma 2, 
all the ingredients of its proof are required elsewhere in this paper. See Procesi 
[6, p. 1061 for a more elementary proof of the case where the base ring is com- 
mutative. 
LEMMA 2. A P.I. ring which zs a finitely generated extension of a noetherian 
ring, has A.C.C. on prime ideals. 
Proof. If {P,} . is an ascending chain of primes of A = A{[, ,..., [,>, we 
may assume PO = 0 and p.i. deg R = p.i. deg R/Pm, for all m. Let R’ be as 
above. We lift the primes to R’ by induction. Suppose Pi’ lies over Pi for i < m, 
then find a c $ P,+1 by evaluation of a central polynomial for R. R[c-l] is 
Azumaya, by Artin’s theorem (as generalized by Procesi [6, p. 177]), and so 
R[c-l] = R’[c-I] by Lemma 1. We may lift P,+1 to R’[c-l] and then contract 
to R’ obtaining Ph+1 _ 3 P,‘. Since R’ is noetherian we have a contradiction. 
THEOREM 2. If R = A{[, , Ez ,..., tt} is a prime P.I. ring and a $nitel$ 
generated extension of the noetherian ring A, then the prime radical of any ideal 
of R is a fkite intersection of primes and is nilpotent module the ideal. 
Proof. We may assume the theorem holds in every proper prime homo- 
morphic image by Lemma 2. If X is our given ideal of R, c is the evaluation 
of a central polynomial, let R’ = R[T] and I = c”R[T] so IC R. Then 
rad,(IX) = &r Pi’ and rad,(X + (P,’ n R)/(P,’ n R)) = n,“L, Qij , where 
the Pi’ and Qij are prime. We know (JJt, Pi’)“0 C IXR’ = IX for some n,, , 
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since R’ is noetherian. By assumption (nZ1 QiJmi _C X + (Pi’ n R) for some 
mi. Hence 
In order to answer the question on chains of primes (Theorem 4), we need 
a generalization of Krull’s Going Down Theorem. His theorem was identical 
to ours except the ring R was required to be commutative. Our proof uses the 
Cohen and Seidenberg type of argument. 
THEOREM 3 (Going Down). If R is a prime P.I. ring, integral over an integrally 
closed central subring A, then for any primes PO C PI C A, and PI’ C R, with 
P1’ n A = P1 , there exists a prime P,,’ C Pi of R, lying over PO . 
Proof. We first need the following: 
LEMMA 3. In the notation above, ;f N is an ideal of A, then every element 
of NR satisfies a manic polynomial with all but the jirst coejkient in N. 
Proof. Take x = ~~=, niri , and look at A(qr, ,..., n,r,} = R’. By [lo] 
we know R’ is a finite A-module. Now any monomial in the niri has the form 
nr,nEN,rER.Ifrk+ak-,rk-l+~.. + a, = 0, then (nr)7c + nak-l(rn)k-l + 
. . . + &a, = 0. Thus if S is the subring of R’ (without 1) generated by the 
(niri}, all its monomials are nilpotent in the ring R’/NR’. Thus by [6, p. 1521 
St C NR’, some t. Thus xt E NR’, i.e. xtR’ C NR’. Now since R’ is a finite 
(faithful) A-module, the usual determinant argument shows xt satisfies a 
manic polynomial with coefficients in N. Q.E.D. 
Now if 9?(Pl’) denotes the elements of R regular in R/P,‘, letting S = 
(A - PO) W’l’), we claim RP,, n S = @. For if SC is in the intersection, 
with s E A - P,, and c E %7(Pl’), then by the Lemma, SC satisfies a manic 
polynomial f (x) whose non-leading coefficients are in PO . If g(x) is the minimum 
manic polynomial for SC over the quotient field F of A (F[sc] is a commutative 
field) then since A is integrally closed, the coefficients of g(x) are also in A 
(Gauss’s Lemma), and so in P,, (unique factorisation of j(x) = xm in E[x] 
if E is the quotient field of A/PO, says g(x) = xn some n). If g(x) = x” + 
alxn-l 4 ... + a 11 , then xn + als-lxn-l + ... + a,s-n is the minimum 
polynomial for c, and again since c is integral over A, ais+ E A (Gauss’s Lemma). 
In fact ap+ E P,, , since s 6 PO . Thus cn E P,R C PI’ contradicting the regularity 
of c modulo PI’. 
Taking P,,’ >_ P,R, PO’ maximal among ideals that do not intersect the 
multiplicative set S, we see that PO’ is prime. PO’ _C P1’ for if not P,,’ + PI’ 
and hence P,,’ intersects %?(P,‘) _C S. Also P,,’ n A C P,, , for otherwise PO 
intersects (A - P,,) C S. Q.E.D. 
481/51/I-Z 
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COROLLARY. If PI’ n A = Pl then ht PI’ = ht Pl . 
We now come to our main result. 
THEOREM 4. If R = k{[, ,..., ft) is a prime ring satisfying a polynomial 
identity, k ajield, and P a prime of R then dim R = dim(R/P) + ht P. 
Its proof will be broken into several further lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. If R = A{(, ,..., f,) is prime P.I. and A is noetherian, then any 
ht 1 prime P of R lifts to R[T]. 
Proof. We know by Theorem 1, if c is the evaluation of a central polynomial 
c~R[T] C R. Thus (Pc”R[T]) n R C PR n R C P. Let Q _C R[T] be maximal 
such that crnP C Q n R _C P then Q is prime, and so Q n R is prime but not 0. 
Thus Q n R = P. 
The above is false for ht 2 primes as the following example suggested by 
an idea of M. Artin shows: Let S = k[u, er, v-l]. Take 
then 
R = ( 
s US 
S k[v] + US 1 ’ 
does not lift since 
p = 
( 
a11 all 
all (u, v) 1 
v-1 0 
v-l = tr o o ( > E R[T]. 
The idea of the next lemma is simple geometrically. Given a point Q E Spec R, 
we wish to find a curve though it it such that the curve does not lie entirely 
in the complement of Spec, R (Spec, R is the primes of pideg n). This would 
not be possible for the above point, for otherwise we could lift it to R[T] using 
Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5. If R = k{tl ,..., -$,> (k a Jield) is noetherian and 0 # Q C R is 
prime, then there is a Q0 C Q such that pideg R/Q, = pideg R and dim R/Q0 = 
dim R/Q + 1 (and thus Q is minimal over QJ. 
Proof. Lift Q to Q’ _C R[T] since it is integral over R. We can assume k 
is algebraically closed, since we could lift Q’ to R[T, 61. R[T] is a finite module 
over its centre A which is affine. By Noether Normalization [ll, V, 2.11 we 
may find a polynomial ring k[X, ,..., X,l C A, such that A is a finite module 
over the polynomial ring and Q’ n k[X, ,..., X,] = (X, ,..., X,). Since R[TJ 
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is integral over A, m - r = dim R[T]/Q’. If Y = 1, then we are done: m - 1 = 
dim R[T]/Q’ = dim R/Q so we could take Q,, = 0. Let F be the ideal of A 
generated by all evaluations of a central polynomial for R[T]. Let j E J = 
FR[T] n K[X, ,..., X,] # 0 (it is an integral extension). Take (b, ,..., b,) E Km) 
such that bi # 0 all i and j(b, ,..., b,) # 0. (K = R is infinite). Then 
x2 XI x3 XI 4 N = (+ - b, , b, - 7 ,..., b, - ,) 2 (X, )..., X,) 
is a prime of K[X, ,..., X,], so by going down, there is in Spec R Q,,’ C Q2’, 
with QO’ lying over N. j $ N, so j # Q,,‘. Thus pideg R[T]/Q,, = pideg R[T]. 
Contracting to R we have Q0 = QO’ n R C Q is the desired prime. Thus 
dim R/Q0 = dim R[T]/Q,’ = dim R[T]/Q’ + 1 = dim R/Q + 1. Q.E.D. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 4. It is enough by induction to 
prove the case where ht P = 1. By Lemma 4, we can lift P to a prime Q of 
R[ T]. We claim if Q is maximal among primes lying over P, then dim R[ T]/Q = 
dim RIP. For if E is the quotient field of the centre of R/P, and X is a nonzero 
ideal of R[T]/Q, then X n R 2 P (by maximality). Thus X n R meets the 
centre of R/P; so ER[T]/Q is a simple ring. By the Nullstellensatz, ER[T]/Q 
is finite dimensional over E. Thus dim R[T]/Q = tr deg, E = dim R/P. 
By Lemma 5, we can select a prime Q,, C Q such that pideg RIT]/QO = 
pideg R[T] and dim RIT]/QO = dim R[T]/Q + 1. Q,, n R = 0, since ht P = 1, 
and so dim R = dim R[T]/Q,, = dim R[T]/Q + 1 = dim R/P + 1, which 
completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. If R is a prime a$ine noethevian P.I. ring, any irreducible 
subvariety V of Spec R is of codimension I in an irreducible subvariety W which 
meets Spec, R. 
Proof. It is immediate from Lemma 5 and Theorem 4. 
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